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ABSTRACT: Interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) composed ofpoly(acrylamide(AAm)

co-butyl methacrylate (BMA)) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAAc) demonstrate positive swelling changes 

with an abrupt transition as temperature increases. Temperature-modulated controlled drug release 

using swelling-shrinking responses of the hydrogels as on-off switches for drug release is reported. 

The IPNs demonstrate "on" release at higher temperatures. When changing from higher to lower 

temperatures, an immediate pulsatile drug release is observed followed by a nearly complete "off" 

state of drug release. The drastic increase of drug release rate is due to mechanical squeezing by 

a shrinking gel surface layer of the IPNs in response to decreasing temperature. The following 

decrease of drug release is due to a subsequent formation of a dense layer of polymer at the IPN 

surface. 
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Polymeric materials able to exhibit specifi

cally designed, sequential functions as sensors, 

processors and actuators should be termed 

"intelligent materials." Such intelligent mate

rials are the best candidates to achieve ideal 

auto-feed back systems and/or self-regulating 

systems for drug delivery. In this perspective, 

stimuli-sensitive hydrogels showing reversible 

swelling changes in response to external stimuli 

have been investigated for medical use. Fun

damental investigations of swelling-shrink

ing behavior of gels have been developed by 

many scientists utilizing of varied stimuli. 1 - 11 

Some gels demonstrate swelling changes in 

response to changing external conditions, 

including pH,1 electric current,2 chemicals, 3 

osmotic strength, 4 solvent composition, 5 - 8 

and temperature. 10 - 19· 21 - 24 These gels also 

show reversible swelling change. Since gel 

swelling changes enable regulation of drug 

diffusivity within the gel, regulation of on-off 

drug release or release rates may be achieved 

by utilizing swelling-shrinking changes induced 

in gels. 

t To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

A series of studies on thermo-sensitive gels 

and their possible applications to medical treat

ment have been published recently by Okano 

and coworkers. They have shown thermo

responsive pulsatile on-off drug release systems 

using gels containing poly(N-isopropylacryl-
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amide) (PIPAAm), demonstrating a lower 

critical solution temperature (LCST). 12 •14 - 16 

They have also proposed that the switching 

temperature for on-off drug release be con

trolled by adjusting the amount of hydro

phobic component incorporated as a como

nomer into PIPPAm gels. 14 Furthermore, 

the on-off drug release mechanism respond

ing to temperature changes in these gels has 

also been discussed and elucidated. 

Another approach to producing hydrogels 

which show temperature dependent swelling 

changes utilizes temperature-dependent, re

versible polymer-polymer interactions. Hydro

gels constructed from two types of polymers 

which have temperature dependent-attractive 

or repulsive forces may show significant 

swelling changes with temperature changes. 

Bae et al. 11 reported swelling behavior of 

interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) which 

shows swelling change induced by repulsive 

force between polymers-one composed of 

poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and polyacry

loylpyrrolidine (PApy). The IPN reportedly 

shrinks at higher temperatures and swells at 

lower temperatures. Swelling ratios of the IPN 

at lower temperature are much higher than that 

of homopolymer gels. The high swelling at 

lower temperatures is induced by an inter

polymer repulsive force between PEO and 

PApy. 

Contrary to the case mentioned above, 

temperature dependent attractive forces be

tween polymers can also cause swelling

shrinking changes with dramatic transitions. 

We have already obtained a hydrogel which 

shows low swelling at lower temperatures and 

high swelling at higher temperatures exhibiting 

such a transition. The gel is an IPN composed 

of two kinds of polymers such as poly(acrylic 

acid) (PAAc) and polyacrylamide (PAAm) 

which form an interpolymer complex by hy

drogen bonding and precipitate only at lower 

temperatures. The complex disssociates at 

higher temperatures due to breakage of hy

drogen bonds. 20 The two states of polymer 

I 180 

interaction, i.e., complex formation and 

complex dissociation, change across a narrow 

temperature range, demonstrating a sudden 

transition, not gradual alteration. We have 

already shown that, in fact, IPNs constructed 

from these two polymers contract at lower 

temperature and swell at higher temperature, 

exhibiting dramatic transitions with tempera

ture changes, through rapid polymer complex 

formation and dissociation. 

It is generally known that the release rate of 

solute from a hydrogel matrix into media 

depends on swelling ratio of the gel. De

pendence of release rate on the equilibrium 

swelling ratio can be easily evaluated by 

measuring release rate at the constant condi

tion. However, mechanism of release rate 

change and change of concentration distribu

tion of solute within hydrogel matrices dur

ing swelling processes are very complicated to 

elucidate. Further, gel swelling and shrinking 

is anisotropic causing inhomogeneous con

centration distributions of polymers segments 

constructing the gel during various states of 

swelling. This phenomenon presumably leads 

to structural changes within the gel, and 

strongly influences a release rate change or 

on-off release mechanism. In this paper, we 

discuss the on-off release mechanism of such 

IPN networks, relating this phenomena to 

swelling-shrinking kinetics, and we have 

constructed a model of the on-off drug release 

mechanism. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Acrylamide (AAm), acrylic acid (AAc), butyl 

methacrylate (BMA), methylene-bis-acryl

amide (MBAAm), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), 

and ammonium persulfate (AP) were pur

chased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, 

Ltd. t-Butyl peroctanoate (BPO) was supplied 

from Nippon Oil and Fats Co., Ltd. AAm 

monomer was recrystallized before use. AAc, 

BMA, and DMSO were distilled under a 
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reduced pressure before use. BPO and AP were 

used as received. 

Synthesis of JPN 

Details regarding the synthesis of JPN 

networks were published in a previous paper. 19 

The JPN was synthesized by a methods of 

sequential IPN synthesis. Poly(AAm-co-BMA) 

gel was synthesized as an initial gel for JPN, 

and then P AAc gel as a secondary gel was 

polymerized within initial gel. AAm (3.2 g), 

BMA (0.8 g), MBAAm (0.0390 g), and BPO 

(0.036 ml) were mixed and diluted to 20 ml of 

total volume by DMSO. The monomer solu

tion was poured into a space between two glass 

plates separated by a gasket spacer (thickness: 

0.5 mm), and heated at 80°C for 24 h. This 

polymerized initial gel was sufficiently washed 

in DMSO, DMSO/water mixed solution and 

distilled water to remove residual unreacted 

monomers. After drying the initial gel, the dry 

gel was put into aqueous monomer solution 

containing AAc (]0wt¾), MBAAm (0.5 ml¾) 

and AP (2 g 1- 1) as needed to synthesize the 

secondary gel. The initial gel was swollen at 

I 0°C for 24 h in the solution. After interpos

ing the gel swollen by secondary monomer 

component solution between two glass plates 

with a spacer (thickness: 0.5 mm), the gel was 

heated at 50°C for 72 h. The synthesized JPN 

was analyzed after washing for more than a 

week in distilled water. 

Swelling Measurement 

Disk shaped IPNs (diameter: 15mm) were 

dried at room temperature for 24 h and then 

at room temperature in vacuo for 5 days. After 

immersion in water at desired temperature for 

fixed time periods, the sample was removed 

from water and tapped with filter paper to 

remove excess water from the sample surface. 

The polymer sample was then weighed at these 

fixed times. The weight ratio, Ws/ Wp, was used 

to evaluate the swelling ratio, where Ws is 

weight of absorbed water and WP is that of the 

dried polymer disk. 
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Swelling behaviors of JPN in response to 

temperature fluctuation were obtained by 

mutually changing temperatures of water. 

Two upper- and lower bounded temperature 

ranges were studied: 30-10°C and 30--20°C. 

Time courses for swelling ratios were obtained 

with temperature fluctuations between lower 

(1.5 h) and higher (0.5 h) temperature. 

Additionally, swollen JPNs (25mm x 10 

mm) equilibriated at 30°C were put into water 

at I 0°C, l 5°C, 20°c, or 25°C, respectively, and 

swelling ratio changes after cooling were 

observed. 

Transmittance (T¾) Measurement 

IPNs in equilibrium swollen states at 30°C 

were transported into distilled water at I 0°C, 

] 5°C, 20°c, and 25°C, respectively' and 

changes of transmittance of the JPN after 

temperature changes were measured with a 

visible spectrophotometer at 500 nm. 

JPN samples (25 mm x IO mm) were adhered 

to a wall of a glass spectrophotometer cell. The 

glass cell was filled with distilled water and 

fixed in the cell holder with a device for water 

circulation adjusted to desired constant tem

perature. 

Drug Release 

Dried IPN disks (diameter: 15mm) were im

mersed into ketoprofen ethanol-water (80: 20, 

v/v) solutions for 5 days. After removing 

drug from the surface by washing with ethanol, 

the JPN s were dried at - 20°C for 24 h in vacuo 

and at room temperature in vacuo for 72 h. 

Two flasks filled with distilled water (1 dm 3) 

at two different temperatures were arranged 

for drug release experiments. The JPN device 

was mutually transported between the two 

flasks at fixed times and drug was released into 

the distilled water medium. Amounts of 

released drug were monitored by measuring the 

concentration of the medium solution with UV 

spectroscopy at 258.4 nm. 

Furthermore, drug release rate changes in 

response to temperature change were invest-
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igated by using a flow cell. Media was distilled 

water and flow rate of media was 1.05 cm3 

min~ 1. The drug concentration of the solution 

effused from the cell was continuously 

monitored with the UV spectrophotometer. 

The cell was put into water bath fixed at desired 

temperature, and mutually transported be

tween two water baths to change temperature 

of flow cell. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Drug Release from IPN Networks 

Figures 1 and 2 show swelling changes and 

ketoprofen release profiles of the IPN, re

spectively, in response to temperature change 

using the different temperature intervals: 

10-30°C and 20-30°C. 

P AAc and P AAm form polymer complexes 
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Figure 1. Swelling changes of IPN-20 in response to 

step-wise temperature changes. Key: ( O ), between I 0°C 

and 30°C; ( e ), between 20°C and 30°C. 
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Figure 2. Ketoprofen release profiles from IPN-20 in 

response to step-wise temperature changes. Key: ( O ), 

between I0°C and 30°C; (e), between 20°c and 30°C. 
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by hydrogen bonding at lower temperatures, 

and the polymer complex formation causes 

dehydration and precipitation of polymers. 

These phenomena cause shrinkage of JPN. On 

the other hand, the polymer complex dis

sociates and dissolves at higher temperatures 

because of breakage of hydrogen bonds, 

resulting in swelling ofIPN gels. The transition 

between the two gel states-shrinking state and 

swelling state-is related to a drastic alteration 

between the two polymer chain states, complex 

formation and complex dissociation, induced 

by a zipper-like formation/dissociation mech

anism.19 The IPNs change their swelling ratios 

in response to temperature fluctuations. The 

reversible swelling changes can be induced by 

reversible formation-dissociation changes in 

the polymer complex with temperature change. 

Although both swelling profiles in Figure 1 

show a trend of reversible swelling changes, 

quantitative values of Ws/ WP at each time were 

different from each other. For the profiles with 

20-30°C fluctuation, the JPN does not reach 

the original swelling ratio in shrinking proc

ess before swelling processes were started, and 

then overall swelling demonstrates a tendency 

to increase its swelling ratio in consequent 

repetition of temperature fluctuations. This 

tendency is attributed to low degree of com

plexation at 20°C. In the case of tempera

ture fluctuation between 20°c and 30°C, 

quantity of complex formation at 20°C is 

smaller than that of complex dissociation at 

30°C. This quantitative imbalance between 

formation and dissociation of the polymer 

complex probably causes this trend. For the 

case of the l0-30°C temperature change, this 

imbalance of changes between swelling and 

shrinking processes, neglecting the first cycle, 

is smaller, in contrast to the case of the 

20-30°C temperature fluctuation. More effec

tive complexation of polymer and more 

complete contraction of gel can be expected at 

lower temperature. 

Regarding the drug release profile in Figure 

2, release rate changes are observed with 
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changing temperature in both cases. For the 

case of the 10--30°C temperature change, 

"off" release is consistently observed at l0°C 

(disregarding the first cycle), although the case 

of 20--30°C does not ever show a clear "off" 

state at 20°C. The amount of released drug at 

any time in the case of 10--30°C changes is 

smaller than that of the another case. 

Connecting release profiles to swelling behav

iors, higher release rates at 20°C than that at 

I 0°C in the first or second cycles seems to be 

due to higher swelling ratios at the former 

temperature. 

For the case of the 10-30°C change, 

swelling changes for IPNs at 10°C during the 

first cycle (0--1.5 h) is smaller than that seen 

at 20°C, and drug release during the period at 

l0°C is due only to drug on the device surface. 

Drug release behavior shows "on" release at 

30°C and "off" release at l0°C with tempera

ture fluctuation. The "on" release and "off" 

release occur during swelling process and 

shrinking process, respectively. It is remarkable 

that "off" release is achieved as soon as 

temperature is changed. This result suggests 

that equilibrium shrunken state is not nec

essarily needed to achieve "off" release. The 

"off" release mechanism may be related to the 

dynamics of the shrinking mechanism of IPN, 
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Figure 3. Change of drug release rate from IPN-20 in 

response to step-wise temperature change between I0°C 

and 30°C in distilled water. 
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not its equilibrium configuration. 

It is difficult to discuss release mechanisms 

by using only release profile data shown in 

Figure 2 and swelling changes shown in Fig

ure 1. To perform continuous drug release 

monitoring, amount of release drug was 

measured using a flow cell. This measurement 

of release rate using the flow cell makes it 

possible to discuss the mechanism of "off" and 

"on" release processes in greater detail. 

Release rate changes in response to tempera-
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Figure 4. Change of drug release rate from IPN-20 in 

response to step-wise temperature change between l 5°C 

and 30°C in distilled water. 
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Figure 5. Change of drug release rate from IPN-20 in 

response to step-wise temperature change between 20°C 

and 30°C in distilled water. 
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ture changes between 30-10°C, 30-l 5°C, and 

30-20°C are shown in Figures 3-5, respec

tively. The release rate changes from poly

(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) gel is 

also shown in Figure 6 as a control which does 

not demonstrate any swelling changes against 

temperature change ( Wsf WP - 0.6). All release 

profiles show high release rates at higher 

temperature and lower release rates at lower 

temperatures. Release rate at lower tempera

tures increases with increase in the lower bound 

of the temperature fluctuation. Release rates 

at 30°C decay faster for the IPN with smaller 

temperature intervals. Some profiles show 

sharp peaks soon after cooling. 

It is worth noting that sharp peaks are 

observed soon after temperature changes from, 

for example, 30°C to l0°C. The peak becomes 

unclear with decrease in the temperature 

interval. PHEMA gel does not show the large 

peaks shown in Figure 3. 

IPNs shrink gradually after temperature is 

reduced from 30°C to l0°C or 20°C, without 

any drastic change. Release rates, however, 

demonstrate an immediate increase soon after 

temperature reduction to l0°C, followed by 

consecutive steep rapid decrease, and a final 

constant low release rate. The relationship 

between shrinking profile and off release profile 
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Figure 6. Change of drug release rate from cross-linked 

PHEMA in response to step-wise temperature change 

between !0°C and 30°C in distilled water. 
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suggests that switching of on-off release does 

not necessarily require a large total swelling 

change. A phenomenon occuring primarily at 

the JPN surface seems to rather significantly 

relate to the "off" mechanism. Steep rate 

increases probably result from drug mechani

cally forced to release by IPN surface shrink

age, not from diffusively released drug. Larger 

peaks are observed for cases with larger 

temperature gaps in temperature fluctuation. 

This tendency indicates that peak size reflects 

an ability for surface layers to shrink effectively 

at the surface. The phenomena may be 

elucidated by studying the mechanism of gel 

shrinking. 

Shrinking Mechanism 

IPN gels in swollen states exhibited trans

lucency and the degree of turbidity change 

depended upon temperature according to the 

miscibility of polymeric matrices with water. 

Although IPNs showed high swelling, they 

maintained enough mechanical strength to use 

as a release device. 

IPNs were also observed to become turbid 

from an originally translucent state soon after 

cooling, and then gradually became translucent 

again at the lower temperature. To investigate 

these phenomena in detail, change of transmit

tance, T%, of the JPN after cooling was 

measured. Figure 7 shows changes of transmit-

80 ,--~------------, 
o :to10°C IJ :to20°C 

O :to25°C 

t; 70 

60 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

Time(min) 

Figure 7. Time courses of transmittance changes of 

IPN-20 after temperature changes from 30°C to I0°C ( o ), 
15°C (,:'.';), 20°c (D), and 2s 0 c ( <> ). 
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tance of JPN after cooling from 30°C to l0°C, 

15°C, 20°C, and 25°C. Transmittance steeply 

decreases soon after temperature change in all 

cases. All profiles show a minimum at around 

10 min. Larger change is observed with larger 

temperature intervals. 

Further, IPN swelling changes under the 

same conditions with T¾ measurement were 

also measured, and are shown in Figure 8. 

Swelling ratios demonstrate rather gradual 

changes compared with T¾ changes. 

Although both transmittance and swelling 

ratios show tendencies to decrease after 
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Figure 8. Time courses of swelling changes of IPN-20 

after temperature changes from 30°C to I0°C (0), 15°C 

(L',.), 20°c (D), and 25°C ( () ). 
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cooling, the profiles indicate different shapes 

relative to each other. Analyzing the two 

profiles may lead to an elucidation of a 

shrinking mechanism. Therefore, to discuss the 

mechanism comparing the two profiles, the 

profiles with temperature changes from 30°C 

to 10°C are plotted in one graph as shown in 

Figure 9. The figure implies that the two 

behaviors change in two different manners 

against time. We can speculate a shrinking 

mechanism for the IPNs by relating the two 

behaviors. A drastic drop in transmittance 

seems to result from interruption of light 

80r~-o-c~,-----1-oo-c-----~ 3 

70 2 
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Figure 9. Time courses of changes of swelling ratio of 

IPN-20 and transmittance through the gel after tempera

ture change from 30°C to 10°C. 
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Figure 10. Model for shrinking mechanism of IPN. 
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transmittance by two factors: one is precipita

tion of polymers and the other is a widespread 

inhomogeneity of polymer concentration in

duced by inhomogeneous shrinkage. The 

transmittance, in fact, simultaneously starts 

decreasing as volume change is initiated. We 

have hypothesized a model as shown in Figure 

10 to explain the shrinking mechanism. IPNs 

start to shrink due to complexation of polymers 

soon after cooling. The complexation induces 

precipitation of polymer and decreases T%. 

However, the complexation does not occur 

homogeneously and is kinetically dependent 

upon convection and conduction within and 

throughout the gel matrix. The complexation 

starts from surface which initially contacts the 

cooled aqueous external environment and the 

complexation causes dehydration, leading to 

concentrated polymer states only at the IPN 

surface in initial stages. Therefore, differences 

in polymer concentration between the gel 

interior and gel surface causes an inherent 

inhomogeneity of polymer segment concentra

tion. This phenomena also induces a turbid 

state. Therefore, we propose that there are two 

factors causing turbidity, one is precipitation 

of polymer and the other is inhomogeneity of 

polymer concentration. These two factors work 

simultaneously soon after cooling and the IPN 

becomes initially turbid, shown by process 2 in 

Figure 10. The minimum in transmittance 

implies a state when the polymer concentration 

gap between its interior and its surface is the 

largest (process 3). As gel shrinkage proceeds, 

the polymer concentration distribution alters 

from discrete discontinuity to gradual gradients 

because water inside the gel is competed to flow 

out by gel shrinkage and the equilibrium 

polymer network becomes completely con

centrated. The transmittance slope further 

decreases and the concentration distribution 

approaches homogeneity. The difference in 

shrinking rate between the IPN surface and its 

interior causes such T% behavior. 

Okano and coworkers have reported a gel 

shrinking mechanism for PIP AAm gels using 

1186 

microscopic data. 21 PIPAAm shrinks at its 

surface initially and then forms a dense polymer 

layer at the surface. Furthermore, bubbles of 

polymer skin appear on the surface. They 

explain these phenomena by claiming that the 

water prevented from flowing out is forced to 

press against the dense layer from gel's inner 

side by a pressure induced by gel shrinking, 

and the interior pressure against the dense layer 

makes the bubble at the surface. The PIPAAm 

gel also shows abrupt shrinking at its surface 

soon after cooling and the dense surface layer 

significantly influences the total shrinking 

(equilibrium) behavior of the gel. IPNs 

similarly form dense surface layers soon after 

cooling caused by inhomogeneous complexa

tion. The inhomogeneous polymer-density 

gradient gradually alters to a homogeneous 

state as shrinking proceeds. 

Release "off" Mechanism of JPN Networks 

Release rate is principally dominated by drug 

solubility and drug diffusivity in polymeric 

matrices. The solubility and diffusivity of drug 

are both functions of temperature. Therefore, 

the temperature dependences of the two factors 

must be taken into account for drug release 

systems using temperature change as a 

stimulus. Further, diffusion changes of drugs 

in gels are dominated by free volume changes 

of the gel. Therefore, drug release rates may 

also be controlled by changing swelling ratios. 

Observed release rates in the temperature

dependent hydrogels at a certain temperature 

is determined by a combination of drug 

solubility, drug diffusivity, and swelling ratio 

of the gel at that temperature. 

Drug release from PHEMA gel in Figure 6 

shows a high release rate at 30°C and low 

release rate at 10°C. The release rate difference 

between that at 10°C and that at 30°C is not 

due to free volume change effects because 

PHEMA gel shows approximately a constant 

swelling ratio (0.6) regardless of temperature. 

Release rate changes from PHEMA is con

sidered to depend mainly on temperature de-
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pendence of solubility and diffusivity of drug. 

The release rate at 30°C is about 2.5 times 

that at l 0°C. Solubilities of ketoprofen are 

0.l6mgm1- 1 and 30°C and 0.09mgml- 1 at 

10°C, i.e., solubility at 30°C is 1.8 times that 

at l0°C. It is generally reported that diffusivity 

increases with increasing temperature, depend

ing on the magnitude of the activation ener

gy which needs to be overcome by thermal 

energy. 13 Therefore, release rate is considered 

to increase with increasing temperature by the 

effect. In the case of release from PHEMA gel, 

release rate change with temperatures is due to 

the positive influence on drug solubility and 

diffusion of temperature increase. Using these 

two factors, release rates may be controlled to 

a certain degree. 

However, we can observed some remarkable 

differences between IPN and PHEMA behav

iors. IPN release rates at 30°C are approx

imc;1,tely 4 times that at l0°C. IPNs show a sharp 

peak after cooling and maintain low release 

rates. These phenomena are explained by the 

effect of large swelling changes in IPNs. 

Shrinking processes of gels seem to relate 

strongly to release rate peak appearances. In a 

previous section, dense surface layers were 
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proposed to form with temperature reduction 

from 30°C to l0°C. Noting surface conditions, 

the drug in the surface layer is probably forced 

out of the gel i.e., the drug is mechanically 

squeezed from surface layer (squeeze effect). 

For the case of cooling, for example, from 30°C 

to 20°C (Figure 5), the peak after cooling is 

smaller compared to that for the change from 

30°C to l0°C (Figure 3). In this case, it may 

be assumed from the small T% change that 

surface shrinkage is not significant enough 

to cause a large squeeze effect. From the 

comparison between Figures 3 and 5, peak 

appearance is considered to be significantly 

related to the degree of squeezing by surface 

shrinking. 

Details of the release on-off mechanism from 

IPN networks are shown schematically in a 

model in Figure 11. At high temperature, drug 

is released by diffusion through the gel matrix 

in a swollen state. As the gel is cooled, local 

shrinkage occur immediately at surface and the 

shrinkage forces drug in surface layer out of 

the gel, resulting in rapid release rate increase. 

At the next stage, formation of the shrinking 

surface layer plays a role of an impermeable 

barrier to prevent drug release, resulting in an 
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Figure 11. Release rate change of drug from ON state to OFF state in IPN devices correlated to 

corresponding physical states of IPNs. 
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abrupt fall in release rate. Due to the 

disturbance by the surface layer, a low basal 

release rate can be maintained after peak 

appearance. On the other hand, for the case 

that surface shrinkage is small, squeezing of 

drug cannot occur because shrinkage is not 

significant enough to repel drug from the 

matrix. Even after cooling, drug release is not 

inhibited at low temperature because the dense 

surface layer does not impose a complete 

barrier to prevent drug release. This model 

suggests. that rapid change from "on" state to 

"off" state of drug release is accomplished 

mainly by a rapid dense surface layer formation 

which can disturb drug release completely. 

Formation of surface shrinking layer in IPNs 

can cause characteristic features such as drug 

squeezing, release restraint, "off" switching 

and a redistribution of drug concentration 

gradients within the gel. Regulation of the layer 

formation rate, thickness and density of the 

dense surface layer is expected to make 

characteristic on-off release possible. 

Although the model was produced after 

considering all results mentioned above, we 

have neglected the thickness and density of the 

dense layer in terms of quantitative evaluation. 

This is because detailed data concerning the 

layer characterization does not permit ade

quate determination. For quantitative discus

sion about the structural effects of surface 

shrinking layer formation, further investi

gations are needed. We conclude so far in this 

paper that the drastic swelling changes at the 

surface may be used to achieve stimuli

responsive hydrogels as thermo-switches for 

regulating on-off transportation of solutes. 

Okano's group has reported a thermo-re

sponsive on-off drug release mechanism relat

ed to swelling behavior of PIPAAm gels. 22 - 24 

They, furthermore, discussed drug concentra

tion distribution within "off" state gels in

cluding water. Drug concentration gradients 

generated by drug release reportedly redis

tribute via drug diffusion within the off state 

gel. By allowing enough equilibriation time 

I 188 

during "off" stages, drug concentration gra

dients in the gel become even and reestab

lishes a homogeneous distribution. Drug re

distribution creates an observable, rapid re

lease rate as soon as temperature is changed 

agam. 

CONCLUSION 

Release "off" switching mechanisms for 

IPNs may be explained in relation to gel 

shrinking processes, as follows; 

1. In shrinking processes, shrinking starts 

from the IPN surface soon after cooling. This 

phenomenon causes an inhomogeneous surface 

shrinking condition. 

2. There is a most inhomogeneous condi

tion in the gel, exhibiting the largest shrinking 

degree gradient between the surface and the gel 

interior at a certain time point. 

3. At this point, shrinking proceeds with 

distributional changes in polymer concentra

tion (inhomogeneity). The shrinking state 

changes from an inhomogeneous condition 

mentioned above to homogeneous condition, 

i.e., equilibrium swelling state at each tempera

ture as deswelling advances throughout the gel. 

4. Mechanical squeezing of drug within 

surface layer occurs simultaneously with 

surface shrinking soon after cooling, resulting 

in drastic rate increase of drug release. 

5. Reduction of release rate after the rate 

increase corresponds to rapid barrier formation 

which disturbs and hinders drug release. A 

dense polymer skin quickly formed by surface 

shrinkage plays a role as a barrier to prevent 

external drug release. In this state, therefore, 

the IPN keeps an "off" state. 
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